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Abstract
Given two sets of variables, derived from a common set of samples, sparse Canonical Correlation
Analysis (CCA) seeks linear combinations of a
small number of variables in each set, such that
the induced canonical variables are maximally
correlated. Sparse CCA is NP-hard.
We propose a novel combinatorial algorithm for
sparse diagonal CCA, i.e., sparse CCA under the
additional assumption that variables within each
set are standardized and uncorrelated. Our algorithm operates on a low rank approximation
of the input data and its computational complexity scales linearly with the number of input variables. It is simple to implement, and parallelizable. In contrast to most existing approaches,
our algorithm administers precise control on the
sparsity of the extracted canonical vectors, and
comes with theoretical data-dependent global approximation guarantees, that hinge on the spectrum of the input data. Finally, it can be straightforwardly adapted to other constrained variants
of CCA enforcing structure beyond sparsity.
We empirically evaluate the proposed scheme
and apply it on a real neuroimaging dataset to investigate associations between brain activity and
behavior measurements.

1. Introduction

POLDRACK @ STANFORD . EDU

their role in human behavior, as measured by psychological scores and physiological measurements (Posner et al.,
1988). This mapping may be investigated by using functional neuroimaging techniques to measure brain activation
during carefully designed experimental tasks (Poldrack,
2006). Following the experimental manipulation, a joint
analysis of brain activation and behavioral measurements
across subjects can reveal associations that exist between
the two (Berman et al., 2006).
Similarly, in genetics and molecular biology, several studies involve the joint analysis of multiple assays performed
on a single group of patients (Pollack et al., 2002; Morley
et al., 2004; Stranger et al., 2007). If DNA variants and
gene expression measurements are simultaneously available for a set of tissue samples, a natural objective is to
identify correlations between the expression levels of gene
subsets and variation in the related genes.
Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) (Hotelling, 1936) is
a classic method for discovering such linear relationships
across two sets of variables and has been extensively used
to investigate associations between multiple views of the
same set of observations; e.g., see (Deleus & Van Hulle,
2011; Li et al., 2012; Smith et al., 2015) in neuroscience.
Given two datasets X and Y of dimensions k × m and k ×
n, respectively, on k common samples, CCA seeks linear
combinations of the original variables of each type that are
maximally correlated. More formally, the objective is to
compute a pair of canonical vectors (or weights) u and v
such that the canonical variables Xu and Yv achieve the
maximum possible correlation:1

One of the key objectives in cognitive neuroscience is to
localize cognitive processes in the brain, and understand
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max

u, v6=0
1

u> ΣXY v
1/2

(u> ΣXX u)

(v> ΣYY v)

1/2

.

(1)

We assume that the variables in X and Y are standardized,
i.e., each column has zero mean and has been scaled to have unit
standard deviation.
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The optimal canonical pair can be computed via a generalized eigenvalue decomposition involving the empirical estimates of the (cross-) covariance matrices in (1).
Imaging and behavioral measurements in cognitive neuroscience, similar to genomic data in bioinformatics, typically involve hundreds of thousands of variables with only
a limited number of samples. In that case, the CCA objective in (1) is ill-posed; it is always possible to design
canonical variables for which the factors in the denominator vanish, irrespective of the data. Model regularization
via constraints such as sparsity, not only improves the interpretability of the extracted canonical vectors, but is critical
for enabling the recovery of meaningful results.
Sparse CCA seeks to maximize the correlation between
subsets of variables of each type, while performing variable
selection. In this work, we consider the following sparse
diagonal CCA problem, similar to (Witten et al., 2009)2 :
(Sparse CCA)
where

max u> ΣXY v,

u∈U ,v∈V

U = {u ∈ Rm : kuk2 = 1, kuk0 ≤ sx },
V = {v ∈ Rn : kvk2 = 1, kvk0 ≤ sy },

(2)

(3)

for given parameters sx and sy . The m × n argument
ΣXY = X> Y is the empirical estimation of the crosscovariance matrix between the variables in the two views
X and Y, and it is the input to the optimization problem.
Note that besides the introduced sparsity requirement, (2)
is obtained from (1) treating the covariance matrices ΣXX
and ΣYY as identity matrices, which is common in high
dimensions (Dudoit et al., 2002; Tibshirani et al., 2003).
Equivalently, we implicitly assume that the original variables within each view are standardized and uncorrelated.
The maximization in (2) is a sparse Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) problem. Disregarding the `0 cardinality
constraint, although the objective is non-convex, the optimal solution of (2) can be easily computed, as it coincides
with the leading singular vectors of the input matrix ΣXY .
The constraint on the number of nonzero entries of u and v,
however, renders the problem NP-hard, as it can be shown
by a reduction to the closely related sparse PCA problem;
see Appendix A. Several heuristics have been developed to
obtain an approximate solution (see Section 1.2).
Finally, we note that sparsity alone may be insufficient to
obtain interpretable results; genes participate in groups in
biological pathways, and brain activity tends to be localized forming connected components over an underlying
network. If higher order structural information is available
on a physical system, it is meaningful incorporate that in
2

(Witten et al., 2009) consider a relaxation of (2) where the `0
cardinality constraint on u and v is replaced by a threshold on the
sparsity inducing `1 -norm.

the optimization (2). We can then consider Structured variants of diagonal CCA (2), by appropriately modifying the
feasible regions U, V in (3) to reflect the desired structure.
1.1. Our contributions
We present a novel and efficient combinatorial algorithm
for sparse diagonal CCA in (2). The main idea is to reduce
the exponentially large search space of candidate supports
of the canonical vectors, by exploring a low-dimensional
principal subspace of the input data. Our algorithm runs
in polynomial time –in fact linear– in the dimension of the
input. It administers precise control over the sparsity of the
extracted canonical vectors and can extract components for
multiple sparsity values on a single run. It is simple and
trivially parallelizable; we empirically demonstrate that it
achieves an almost linear speedup factor in the number of
available processing units.
The algorithm is accompanied with theoretical datadependent global approximation guarantees with respect to
the CCA objective (2); this is the first approach with this
kind of global guarantees. The latter depend on the rank r
of the low-dimensional space and the spectral decay of the
input matrix ΣXY . The main weakness is an exponential
dependence of the computational complexity on the accuracy parameter r. In practice, however, disregarding the
theoretical approximation guarantees, our algorithm can be
executed for any allowable time window.
Finally, we note that our approach is similar to that of (Asteris et al., 2014) for sparse PCA. The latter has a similar
formulation with (2) but is restricted to a positive semidefinite argument ΣXY . Our main technical contribution is
extending those algorithmic ideas and developing theoretical approximation guarantees for the bilinear maximization (2), where the input matrix can be arbitrary.
1.2. Related Work
Sparse CCA is closely related to sparse PCA; the latter can
be formulated as in (2) but the argument ΣXY is replaced
by a positive semidefinite matrix. There is a large volume
of work on sparse PCA –see (Zou et al., 2006; Amini &
Wainwright, 2008) and references therein– but these methods cannot be generalized to the CCA problem. One exception is the work of (d’Aspremont et al., 2007) where the
authors discuss extensions to the “non-square case”. Their
approach relies on a semidefinite relaxation.
References to sparsity in CCA date back to (Thorndike,
1976) and (Thompson, 1984) who identified the importance of sparsity regularization to obtain meaningful results
However, no specific algorithm was proposed. Several subsequent works considered a penalized version of the CCA
problem in (1), typically under a Langrangian formulation
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involving a convex relaxation of the `0 cardinality constraint (Torres et al., 2007; Hardoon & Shawe-Taylor, 2007;
2011). (Chu et al., 2013) characterize the solutions of the
unconstrained problem and formulate convex `1 minimization problems to seek sparse solutions in that set. (Sriperumbudur et al., 2009) consider a constrained generalized
eigenvalue problem, which partially captures sparse CCA,
and frame it as a difference-of-convex functions program.
(Wiesel et al., 2008) proposed an efficient greedy procedure that gradually expands the supports of the canonical
vectors. Unlike other methods, this greedy approach allows
precise control of the sparsity of the extracted components.
(Witten et al., 2009; Parkhomenko et al., 2009) formulate
sparse CCA as the optimization (2) and in particular considered an `1 relaxation of the `0 cardinality constraint.
They suggest an alternating minization approach exploiting the bi-convex nature of the relaxed problem, solving a
lasso regression in each step. The same approach is followed in (Waaijenborg et al., 2008) combining `2 and `1
regularizers similarly to the elastic net approach for sparse
PCA (Zou & Hastie, 2005). Similar approaches have appeared in the literature for sparse SVD (Yang et al., 2011;
Lee et al., 2010). A common weakness in these approaches
is the lack of precise control over sparsity: the mapping
between the regularization parameters and the number of
nonzero entries in the extracted components is highly nonlinear. Further, such methods usually lack provable nonasymptotic approximation guarantees. Beyond sparsity,
(Witten et al., 2009; Witten & Tibshirani, 2009) discuss alternative penalizations such as fused lasso to impose additional structure, while (Chen et al., 2012) introduce a
group-lasso to promote sparsity with structure.
Finally, although a review of CCA applications is beyond
the scope of this manuscript, we simply note that CCA is
considered a promising approach for scientific research as
evidenced by several recent works in the literature, e.g, in
neuroscience (Rustandi et al., 2009; Deleus & Van Hulle,
2011; Li et al., 2012; Lin et al., 2014; Smith et al., 2015).

2. SpanCCA: An Algorithm for Sparse
Diagonal CCA
We begin this section with a brief discussion of the problem
and the key ideas behind our approach. Next, we provide
an overview of SpanCCA and the accompanying approximation guarantees and conclude with a short analysis.
2.1. Intuition

coincides with the top singular vectors of the input argument ΣXY . In the sparse variant, if the optimal supports
for u and v were known, computing the optimal solution
would be straightforward: the nonzero subvectors of u and
v would coincide with the leading singular vectors of the
sx × sy submatrix of ΣXY , indexed by the two support sets.
Hence, the bottleneck lies in determining the optimal supports for u and v.
Exhaustive search A straightforward, brute-force approach is to exhaustively consider all possible supports for
u and v; for each candidate pair solve the unconstrained
CCA problem on the restricted input, and determine the
supports for which the objective (2) is maximized. Albeit
optimal, this procedure
 is
 intractable as the number of candidate supports smx sny is overwhelming even for small
values of sx and sy .
Thresholding On the other hand, a feasible pair of
sparse canonical vectors u, v can be extracted by hardthresholding the solution to the unconstrained problem, i.e.,
computing the leading singular vectors u, v of ΣXY , suppressing to zero all but the sx and sy largest in magnitude
entries, respectively, and rescaling to obtain a unit `2 -norm
solution. Essentially, this heuristic resorts to unconstrained
CCA for a guided selection of the sparse support.
Proposed method Our sparse CCA algorithm covers the
ground between these two approaches. Instead of relying
on the solution to the unconstrained problem for the choice
of the sparse supports, it explores a principal subspace of
the input matrix ΣXY , spanned by its leading r ≥ 1 singular vector pairs. For r = 1, its output coincides with that
of the thresholding approach, while for r = min{m, n} it
approximates that of exhaustive search.
Effectively, we solve (2) on a rank-r approximation of the
input ΣXY . The key observation is that the low inner dimension of the argument matrix can be exploited to substantially reduce the search space: our algorithm identifies an (approximately) optimal pair of supports for the low
rank sparse CCA problem, without considering the entire
collection of possible supports of cardinalities sx and sy .
2.2. Overview and Guarantees
SpanCCA is outlined in Algorithm 1. The first step is
to compute a rank-r approximation B of the input ΣXY ,
where r is an accuracy input parameter, via the truncated
singular value decomposition (SVD) of ΣXY .3 From that
point on, the algorithm operates exclusively on B effec3

The hardness of the sparse CCA problem (2) lies in the detection of the optimal supports for the canonical vectors.
In the unconstrained problem, where only a unit `2 -norm
constraint is imposed on u and v, the optimal CCA pair

The low-rank approximation can be computed using faster
randomized approaches; see (Halko et al., 2011). Here, for simplicity, we consider the exact case.
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tively solving a low-rank sparse diagonal CCA problem:
max

u∈U ,v∈V

u> Bv,

(4)

where U ⊆ Sm−1
and V ⊆ Sn−1
are defined in (3). As
2
2
we discuss in the next section, we can consider other constrained variants of CCA on potentially arbitrary, nonconvex sets. We do require, however, that there exist procedures to (at least approximately) solve the maximizations
PU (a), arg max a> u,

(5)

u∈U

PV (b), arg max b> v,

(6)

v∈V

for any given vectors a ∈ Rm×1 and b ∈ Rn×1 . Fortunately, this is the case for the sets of sparse unit `2 -norm
vectors. Algorithm 2 outlines an efficient O(m) procedure
that given a ∈ Rm×1 computes an exact solution to (5)
with at most s ≤ m nonzero entries: first it determines
the s largest (in magnitude) entries of a (breaking ties arbitrarily), it zeroes out the remaining entries and re-scales
the output to meet the `2 -norm requirement.
The main body of Algorithm 1 consists of a single iteration. In the ith round, it independently samples a point, or
equivalently direction, ci from the r-dimensional unit `2
sphere and uses it to appropriately sample a point ai in the
range of B. The latter is then used to compute a feasible
solution pair ui , vi via a two-step procedure: first the algorithm computes ui by “projecting” ai onto U invoking
Alg. 2 as a subroutine to solve maximization (5), and then
computes vi by projecting bi = B> ui onto V in a similar
fashion. The algorithm repeats this procedure for T rounds
and outputs the pair that achieves the maximum objective
value in (4). We emphasize that consecutive rounds are
completely independent and can be executed in parallel.

Algorithm 1 SpanCCA
input : ΣXY , a real m × n matrix.
r ∈ N+ , the rank of the approximation to be used.
T ∈ N+ , the number of samples/iterations.
output u] ∈ U, v] ∈ V
1: U, Σ, V ← SVD(ΣXY , r)
{ B ← UΣV> }
2: for i = 1, . . . , T do
3:
ci ← randn(r)
{∼ N (0, Ir×r )}
4:
ci ← ci /kci k2
5:
ai ← UΣci
{ai ∈ Rm }
>
6:
ui ← arg maxu∈U ai u
{PU (·)}
7:
bi ← VΣU> ui
{bi ∈ Rn }
8:
vi ← arg maxv∈V b>
{PV (·)}
i v
9:
obji ← b>
v
i
i
10: end for
11: i0 ← arg maxi∈[T ] obji
12: (u] , v] ) ← (ui0 , vi0 )
Algorithm 2 PU (·) for U, u ∈ Sm−1
: kuk0 ≤ s
2


input : a ∈ Rd×1 .
output u0 = arg maxu∈U a> u
1: u0 ← 0d×1
2: t ← index of sth order element of abs(a)
3: I ← {i : |ai | ≥ |at |}
4: u0 [i] ← a[i], ∀i ∈ I
5: u0 ← u0 /ku0 k2

The first term in the additive error is due to the sampling approach of Alg. 1. The second term is due to the fact that the
algorithm operates on the rank-r surrogate matrix B. Theorem 1 establishes a trade-off between the computational
complexity of Alg. 1 and the quality of the approximation
guarantees: the latter improves as r increases, but the former depends exponentially in r.

For a sufficiently large number T of rounds (or samples)
the procedure guarantees that the output pair will be approximately optimal in terms of the objective for the lowrank problem (4). That, it turn, translates to approximation
guarantees for the full-rank sparse CCA problem (2):

Finally, in the special case where we impose sparsity constraints on only one of the two variables, say u, while allowing the second variable, here v, to be any vector with
unit `2 norm, we obtain stronger guarantees.

Theorem 1. For any real m × n matrix ΣXY ,  ∈ (0, 1),
and r ≤ max{m, n}, Algorithm 1 with input ΣXY , r, and

e 2r·log2 (2/) outputs u] ∈ U and v] ∈ V such that
T=O

Theorem 2. If V = {v : kvk2 = 1}, i.e., if no constraint
is imposed on variable v besides unit length, then Algorithm 1 under the same configuration as that in Theorem 1
outputs u] ∈ U and v] ∈ V such that

>
u>
] ΣXY v] ≥ u? ΣXY v? −  · σ1 (ΣXY ) − 2σr+1 (ΣXY ),

in time TSVD (r) + O T · TU + TV + r · max{m, n} .

Here, u? and v? denote the unknown optimal pair of canonical vectors satisfying the desired constraints. TSVD (r) denotes the time to compute the rank-r truncated SVD of the
input ΣXY , while TU and TV denote the time required to
compute the maximizations (5) and (6), respectively, which
in the case of Alg. 2 are linear in the dimensions m and n.

>
u>
] ΣXY v] ≥ (1 − ) · u? ΣXY v? − 2 · σr+1 (ΣXY ).

Theorem 2 implies that due to the flexibility in the choice
of the canonical vector v, Alg. 1 solves the low-rank problem (4) within a multiplicative (1 − )-factor from the optimal; the extra additive error term is once again due to the
fact that the algorithm operates on the rank-r approximation B instead of the original input ΣXY . In this case, the
optimal choice of v in (6) is just a scaled version of the
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argument b. Finally, we note that if constraints need to be
applied on v instead of u, then the same guarantees can
be obtained by applying Algorithm 1 on ΣXY > . A formal
proof for Theorem 2 is provided in the Appendix, Sec. B.

Lemma 2.2. For any
 , δ ∈ (0, 1), a set of T =
O r(/4)−r · ln 4/ · δ randomly and independently drawn
points uniformly distributed on Sr−1
suffices to construct
2
an /2-net of Sr−1
with
probability
at
least
1 − δ.
2

Overall, SpanCCA is simple to implement and is trivially
parallelizable: the main iteration can be split across and arbitrary number of processing units achieving a potentially
linear speedup. It is the first algorithm for sparse diagonal CCA with data-dependent global approximation guarantees. As discussed in Theorem 1, the input accuracy parameter r establishes a trade-off between the running time
and the tightness of the theoretical guarantees. Its complexity scales linearly in the dimensions of the input for
any constant r, but admittedly becomes prohibitive even
for moderate values of r. In practice, if the spectrum of the
data exhibits sharp decay, we may be able to obtain useful
approximation guarantees even for small values of r such
as 2 or 3. Moreover, disregarding the theoretical guarantees, the algorithm can always be executed for any rank r
and an arbitrary number of iterations T. In Section 4, we
empirically show that moderate values for r and T can potentially achieve better solutions compared to state of the
art. We note, however, that the tuning of those parameters
needs to be investigated.

It follows that there exists i? ∈ [T] such that

2.3. Analysis
Let B = UΣV> , and u(B) , v(B) be a pair that maximizes
–not necessarily uniquely– the objective u> Bv in (4) over
4
all feasible solutions. We assume that u>
(B) Bv(B) > 0.
>
Define the r × 1 vector c(B) ,V v(B) and let ρ denote its
`2 norm. Then, 0 < ρ ≤ 1; the upper bound follows
from the fact that the r columns of V are orthonormal
and kv(B) k2 = 1, while the lower follows by the aforementioned assumption. Finally, define c(B) = c(B) /ρ, the projection of c(B) on the unit `2 -sphere Sr−1
.
2
Def. 1. For any  ∈ (0, 1), an -net of Sr−1
is a finite
2
collection N of points in R such that for any c ∈ S2r−1 , N
contains a point c0 such that kc0 − ck ≤ .
Lemma 2.1 ((Vershynin, 2010), Lemma 5.2). For any
 ∈ (0, 1), there exists an -net of Sr−1
equipped with the
2
r
Euclidean metric, with at most (1 + 2/) points.
Algorithm 1 runs in an iteration with T rounds. In each
round, it independently samples a point ci from Sr−1
,
2
by randomly generating a vector according to a spherical
Gaussian distribution and appropriately scaling its length.
Based on Lemma 2.1 and elementary counting arguments,
for sufficiently large T the collection of sampled points
forms a -net of S2r−1 with high probability:
4

Observe that this is always true for any nonzero argument
B as long as at least one of the two variables u and v can take
arbitrary signs. It is hence true under vanilla sparsity constraints.

kci? − c(B) k2 ≤ /2.

(7)

In the i? th round, the algorithm samples the point ci? and
computes a feasible pair (ui? , vi? ) via the two step maximization procedure, that is,
ui? , arg max u> UΣci?

and

u∈U

vi? , arg max u>
i? ΣXY v.
v∈V

We have:
>
u>
(B) Bv(B) = ρ · u(B) UΣc(B)


>
= ρ · u>
(B) UΣci? + ρ · u(B) UΣ c(B) − ci?

>
≤ ρ · u>
i? UΣci? + ρ · u(B) UΣ c(B) − ci?
≤ ρ · u>
i? UΣci? +


2

· σ1 (ΣXY ).

(8)

The first step follows by the definition of c(B) and the second by linearity. The first inequality follows from the fact
that ui? maximizes the first term over all u ∈ U. The
last inequality follows straightforwardly from the fact that
ku(B) k2 = 1 and ρ ≤ 1 (see Lemma C.8). Using similar
arguments,
>
>
>
ρ · u>
i? UΣci? = ui? UΣV v(B) + ρ · ui? UΣ(ci? − c(B) )

≤ u>
i? Bvi? +


2

· σ1 (ΣXY ).

(9)

The inequality follows by the fact that vi? maximizes the
inner product with B> ui? over all v ∈ V, as well as that
ku(B) k2 = 1 and ρ ≤ 1. Combining (8) and (9), we obtain
>
u>
i? Bvi? ≥ u(B) Bv(B) −  · σ1 (ΣXY ).

(10)

Algorithm 1 computes multiple candidate solution pairs
and outputs the pair (u] , v] ) that achieves the maximum
objective value. The latter is at least as high as that
achieved by (ui? , vi? ).
Inequality (10) establishes an approximation guarantee for
the low-rank problem (4). Those can be translated to guarantees on the original problem with input argument ΣXY .
Let u? and v? denote the (unknown) optimal solution of
the sparse CCA problem (2). By the definition of u(B) and
v(B) , it follows that
>
>
>
u>
(B) Bv(B) ≥ u? Bv? = u? ΣXY v? − u? (ΣXY − B)v?

≥ u>
? ΣXY v? − σr+1 (ΣXY ). (11)

Similarly,
>
>
u>
] ΣXY v] = u] Bv] − u] (B − ΣXY )v]

≥ u>
] Bv] − σr+1 (ΣXY ).

(12)
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Combining (11) and (12) with (10), we obtain the approximation guarantees of Theorem 1.
The running time of Algorithm 1 follows straightforwardly
by inspection. The algorithm first computes the truncated
singular value decomposition of inner dimension r in time
denoted by TSVD (r). Subsequently, it performs T iterations. The cost of each iteration is determined by the cost of
the matrix-vector multiplications and the running times TU
and TV of the operators PU (·) and PV (·). Note that matrix
multiplications can exploit the available matrix decomposition and are performed in time r · max{m, n}. Substituting
the value of T with that specified in Lemma 2.2 completes
the proof of Thm. 1. The proof of Theorem 2 follows a
similar path; see Appendix Sec. B.

3. Beyond Sparsity: Structured CCA
While enforcing sparsity results in succinct models, the
latter may fall short in capturing the true interactions in
a physical system, especially when the number of samples is limited. Incorporating additional prior structural
information can improve interpretability5 ; e.g., (Du et al.,
2014) argue that a structure-aware sparse CCA incorporating group-like structure obtains biologically more meaningful results, while (Lin et al., 2014) demonstrated that
group prior knowledge improved performance compared to
standard sparse CCA in a task of identifying brain regions
susceptible to schizophrenia. Several works suggest using structure-inducing regularizers to promote smoothness
(Witten et al., 2009; Chen et al., 2013; Kobayashi, 2014) or
group sparse structure (Chu et al., 2013) in CCA.
Our sparse CCA algorithm and its theoretical approximation guarantees in Theorems 1 and 2 extend straightforwardly to constraints beyond sparsity. The only assumption
on the feasible sets U and V is that there exist tractable procedures PU and PV that solve the constrained maximizations (5) and (6), respectively. The specific structure of
the feasible sets only manifests itself through these subroutines, e.g., Alg. 2 for the case of sparsity constraints.
Therefore, Alg. 1 can be straightforwardly adapted to any
structural constraint for which the aforementioned conditions are satisfied.
In fact, observe that under the unit `2 restriction on the feasible vectors, the maximizations in (5) and (6) are equivalent to computing the Euclidean projection of a given
real vector on the (nonconvex) sets U and V. Such exact or approximate projection procedures exist for several
interesting constraints beyond sparsity such as smooth or
group sparsity (Huang et al., 2011; Baldassarre et al., 2013;
5
This is a shared insight in the broader area of sparse approximations (Baraniuk et al., 2010; Huang et al., 2011; Bach et al.,
2012; Kyrillidis & Cevher, 2012).

Kyrillidis et al., 2015), sparsity constraints onto norm balls
(Kyrillidis et al., 2012), or even sparsity patterns guided by
underlying graphs (Hegde et al., 2015; Asteris et al., 2015).

4. Experiments
We empirically evaluate our algorithm on two real datasets:
i) a publicly available breast cancer dataset (Chin et al.,
2006), also used in the evaluation of (Witten et al., 2009),
and ii) a neuroimaging dataset obtained from the Human
Connectome Project (Van Essen et al., 2013) on which we
investigate associations between brain activation and behavior measurements.
4.1. Breast Cancer Dataset
The breast cancer dataset (Chin et al., 2006) consists of
gene expression and DNA copy number measurements on
a set of 89 tissue samples. Among others, it contains a 89×
2149 matrix (DNA) with CGH spots for each sample and a
89 × 19672 matrix (RNA) of genes, along with information
for the chromosomal locations of each CGH spot and each
gene. As described in (Witten et al., 2009), this dataset can
be used to perform integrative analysis of gene expression
and DNA copy number data, and in particular to identify
sets of genes that have expression that is correlated with a
set of chromosomal gains or losses.
We run our algorithm on the breast cancer dataset and compare the output with the PMD algorithm of (Witten et al.,
2009); PMD is regarded as state of the art by practitioners and has been used –in its original form or slightly
modified– in several neuroscience and biomedical applications; see also Section 1.2. The input to both algorithms is the m × n matrix ΣXY = X> Y (m = 2149,
n = 19672), where X and Y are obtained from the aforementioned DNA and RNA matrices upon feature standardization. Recall that PMD is an iterative, alternating optimization scheme, where the sparsity of the extracted components x and y is implicitly controlled by enforcing upper bounds c√
respectively, with
1 and c2 on their `1 norm,
√
and 1 ≤ c2 ≤√ n. Here, for simplic1 ≤ c1 ≤ m √
ity, we set c1 = c m and c2 = c n and consider multiple
values of the constant c in (0, 1). Note that under this configuration, for any given value of c, we expect that the extracted components will be approximately equally sparse,
relatively to their dimension.
For each c, we first run the PMD algorithm 10 times with
random initializations, determine the pair of components x
and y that achieves the highest objective value, and count
the number of nonzero entries of both components as a percentage of their corresponding dimension. Subsequently,
we run SpanCCA (Alg. 1) with parameters T = 104 , r = 3,
and target sparsity equal to that of the former PMD output.
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Breast Dataset: Comparison with PMD

×104

perimental tasks, and behavioral variables. We selected the
same subset of behavioral variables examined by (Smith
et al., 2015), which include scores from psychological tests,
physiological measurements, and self reported behavior
questionnaires (Y dataset with dimensions 497 × 38).

PMD (10 random restarts)
SpanCCA (T = 1 · 104 , r = 3)

3.0

0.10

0.17

0.23
0.30
0.37
0.43
0.50
0.57
√
√ 0.63
c values in PMD penalty, c = c1 / m = c2 / n

PMD
SpanCCA

Avg Exec. Time

Configuration

∼ 44 seconds
∼ 24 seconds

10 rand. restarts
T = 104 , r = 3.

x : 73.52%, y : 76.80%

x : 61.01%, y : 64.92%

x : 49.88%, y : 53.19%

x : 39.69%, y : 41.61%

x : 29.83%, y : 31.56%

0.0

x : 20.89%, y : 22.50%

0.5

x : 14.66%, y : 14.96%

1.0

x : 8.93%, y : 9.04%

1.5

x : 5.17%, y : 5.95%

2.0

x : 1.35%, y : 1.95% (sparsity)
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Figure 1. Comparison of SpanCCA and the PMD algorithm (Witten et al., 2009). We configure PMD with `1 -norm thresholds
√
√
c1 = c · m and c2 = c · n, and consider various values of
the constant c ∈ (0, 1). For each c, we run PMD 10 times, select
the canonical vectors x, y that achieve the highest objective value
and count their nonzero entries (depicted as percentage of the corresponding dimension). Finally, we run our SpanCCA algorithm
with T = 104 and r = 3, using the latter as target sparsities, and
compare the objective values achieved by the two methods. Execution times remain approximately the same for all target sparsity
values (equiv. all c).

Recall that our algorithm administers precise control on the
number of nonzero entries of the extracted components.
Figure 1 depicts the objective value achieved by the two algorithms, as well as the corresponding sparsity level of the
extracted components. SpanCCA achieves a higher objective value in all cases. Finally, note that under the above
configuration, both algorithms run for a few seconds per
target sparsity, with SpanCCA running approximately half
the time of PMD.
4.2. Brain Imaging Dataset
We analyzed functional statistical maps and behavioral
variables from 497 subjects available from the Human Connectome Project (HCP) (Van Essen et al., 2013). The HCP
consists of high-quality imaging and behavioral data, collected from a large sample of healthy adult subjects, motivated by the goal of advancing knowledge between human brain function and its association to behavior. We
apply our algorithm to investigate the shared co-variation
between patterns of brain activity as measured by the ex-

For each subject, we collected statistical maps corresponding to “n-back” task. These statistical maps summarize
the activation of each voxel in response to the experimental manipulation. In the “n-back” task, designed to measure working memory, items are presented one at a time
and subjects identify each item that repeats relative to the
item that occurred n items before. Further details on all
tasks and variables are available in the HCP documentation (Van Essen et al., 2013).
We used the pre-computed 2back - 0back statistical contrast maps provided by the HCP. Standard preprocessing
included motion correction, image registration to the MNI
template (for comparison across subjects), and general linear model analysis, resulting in 91 × 109 × 91 voxels. Voxels are then resampled to 61 × 73 × 61 using the nilearn
python package6 and applying standard brain masks, resulting in 65598 voxels after masking non-grey matter regions.
(X dataset with dimensions 497 × 65598).
We apply our SpanCCA algorithm on the HCP data with
arbitrarily selected parameters T = 106 and r = 5. We
set the target sparsity at 15% for each canonical vector.
Figure 2 depicts the brain regions and the behavioral factors corresponding to the nonzero weights of the extracted
canonical pair. The map identifies a set of fronto-parietal
regions known to be involved in executive function and
working memory, which are the major functions isolated
by the 2 back - 0-back contrast. In addition, it identifies
deactivation in the default mode areas (medial prefrontal
and parietal), which is also associated with engagement of
difficult cognitive functions. The behavioral variables associated with activation of this network are all related to
various aspects of intelligence; the Penn Matrix Reasoning Test (PMAT24, a measure of fluid intelligence), picture
vocabulary (PicVocab, a measure of language comprehension), and reading ability (ReadEng).
Parallelization To speed up execution, our prototypical Python implementation of SpanCCA exploits the
multiprocessing module: N independent worker processes are spawned, and each one independently performs
T/N rounds of the main iteration of Alg. 1 returning a single canonical vector pair. The main process collects and
compares the candidate pairs to determine the final output.
To demonstrate the parallelizability of our algorith, we run
SpanCCA for the aforementioned task on the brain imaging
6

http://nilearn.github.io/
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Figure 2. Brain regions and behavioral factors selected by the sparse left and right canonical vectors extracted by our SpanCCA algorithm. Target sparsity is set at 15% for each canonical vector and SpanCCA is configured to run for T = 106 samples operating on
a rank r = 5 approximation of the input data. The map identifies a set of fronto-parietal regions known to be involved in executive
function and working memory and deactivation in the default mode areas (medial prefrontal and parietal), which is also associated with
engagement of difficult cognitive functions. The behavioral variables identified to be positively correlated with the activation of this
network are all related to various aspects of intelligence.

We presented a novel combinatorial algorithm for the
sparse diagonal CCA problem and other constrained variants, with provable data-dependent global approximation
guarantees and several attractive properties: the algorithm
is simple, embarrassingly parallelizable, with complexity
that scales linearly in the dimension of the input data,
while it administers precise control on the sparsity of the
extracted canonical vectors. Further it can accommodate
additional structural constraints by plugging in a suitable
“projection” subroutine.
Several directions remain open. We addressed the question
of computing a single pair of sparse canonical vectors. Numerically, multiple pairs can be computed successively employing an appropriate deflation step. However, determining the kind of deflation most suitable for the application at
hand, as well as the sparsity level of each component can
be a challenging task, leaving a lot of room for research.
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A. Hardness

B. Proofs

We provide a proof for the NP-hardness of the constrained
(and specifically sparse) CCA problem via a reduction from
sparse PCA. Recall that sparse PCA is the following optimization problem:

For the remainder of this section, we define

max u> Au,

(13)

u:kuk0 =k
kuk2 =1

where k is a given parameter and A a given n × n positive
semidefinite (PSD) matrix.
We show that the sparse PCA problem (13) reduces to the
sparse CCA problem (2) and in particular the maximization
u> Av.

max

(14)

u:kuk0 =k,kuk2 =1
v:kvk0 =k,kvk2 =1

The only difference between (13) and (14) is that in the latter the optimal values for the two variables u and v may
be different. If we add the constraint u = v in (14), then
then two maximizations are identical. We show that this is
not necessary: since A is PSD, the optimal solution of (14)
will inherently satisfy u = v, and in turn the two maximizations are equivalent.
Let U, Λ be the eigenvalue decomposition of A: the n × n
matrix U contains the eigenvectors, while the n × n diagonal Λ contains the eigenvalues λ1 , . . . , λn ≥ 0 in decreasing order. Let (u? , v? ) be the optimal solution of (14).
Further, let u = U> u? , and v = U> v? . Then,
>
>
>
u>
? Av? = u? UΛU v? = u Λv =

n
X

xi y i λi . (15)

i=1

Theorem 3 (Weighted Cauchy-Schwarz inequality; (?),
Theorem 10.1). Let ai , bi ∈ R be real numbers and let
mi ∈ R+ , i = 1, 2, . . . , n. Then,
n
X

!2
ai bi mi

i=1

≤

n
X

!
a2i mi

i=1

Equality occurs if and only if

a1
b2

n
X

!
b2i mi

.

i=1

= ... =

u>
? Av?

2

≤

i=1

!
x2i λi

n
X

u∈U ,v∈V

i.e., u? , v? is a feasible pair that maximizes –not necessarily uniquely– the objective. Further, we assume that there
exists procedures to compute the exact soluton to PU (·) and
PV (·) in (5) and (6), running in time TU and TV , respectively. The following results can be easily adapted for the
case where these procedures yield approximate solutions.
Lemma B.3. For any real m × n matrix A with
rank(A) = r ≤ max{m, n} and  ∈ (0, 1), Algorithm 1

e 2r·log2 (2/) outputs u] ∈ U
with input A, r, and T = O
and v] ∈ V such that
>
u>
] Av] ≥ u? Av? −  · σ1 (A),


in time TSVD (r) + O T · TU + TV + r · max{m, n} .
Proof. In the sequel, U, Σ and V are used to denote the
r-truncated singular value decomposition of A. Note that
the lemma assumes that the accuracy parameter r is equal
to the rank of the input matrix A and hence A = UΣV> .
Recall that u? , v? is a pair —not necessarily unique— that
maximizes the objective u> Av over all feasible solutions.
Define c? ,V> v? . Note that c? is a vector in Rr×1 with
kc? k2 ≤ 1 since the r columns of V are orthonormal and
kv? k2 = 1. Finally, let c? ,c? /kc? k2 . Note that kc? k2 >
0 since by assumption u>
? Av? > 0.
Algorithm 1 operates in an iterative fashion. In each iteration, it independently considers a point c selected randomly
and uniformly from the r-dimensional `2 -unit sphere Sr−1
2
and generates a candidate
solution pair at each point. For

e 2r·log2 (2/) , the collection of randomly sampled
T = O
poins forms an /2-net for Sr−1
. By definition, the /2-net
2
r×1
contains a point e
c ∈ R , such that

an
bn .

ke
c − c? k2 ≤ /2.

By Theorem 3,
n
X

(u? , v? ), arg max u> Av,

!

(16)

e ) be the candidate solution pair computed at e
Let (e
u, v
c by
the two step maximization procedure, i.e., let

y 2i λi ,

i=1

e , arg max u> UΣe
u
c

(17)

e , arg max u
e > Av.
v

(18)

u∈U

with equality if and only if there exists a constant c ∈ R
such that u = c · v, and taking into account that both u
and v are unit norm vectors, it follows that u = v. Finally,
since U is a full rank matrix (in fact orthonormal basis of
Rn ), it follows that u? = v? must hold.

and

v∈V
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By the definition of c? , and letting ρ,kc? k2
>
u>
? Av? = u? UΣc?

= ρ · u>
? UΣc?


c
= ρ · u>
c + ρ · u>
? UΣe
? UΣ c? − e

e > UΣe
≤ρ·u
c + ρ · u>
c
? UΣ c? − e
e > UΣe
≤ρ·u
c+


2

· σ1 (A).

(19)

e by definiThe first inequality follows from the fact that u
tion maximizes the first term over all u ∈ U. The last inequality is due to Lemma C.8 and the fact that ku? k2 = 1
and ρ ≤ 1. We further upper bound the right hand side
of (19) as follows:

Proof. Recall that Algorithm 1 with input an m × n matrix A and accuracy parameter r, first computes a rank-r
truncated singular value decomposition U, Σ, V and operates on that principal subspace of A. Let B be the m × n
best rank-r approximation of A under the spectral norm.
Then B = UΣV> . One can easily verify that running
Algorithm 1 with input A and accuracy parameter r, is
equivalent to applying the algorithm on B with the same
parameters.
By Lemma B.3, Algorithm 1 outputs u] , v] such that
b>
u>
v? −  · σ1 (B),
] Bv] ≥ u
? Bb
where

>

e UΣe
ρ·u
c
>

b? ), arg max u> Bv
(b
u? , v
u∈U ,v∈V

>

e UΣ(e
e UΣc? + ρ · u
=ρ·u
c − c? )

is a pair that optimally solves the maximization on the rankb?, v
b? for the
r matrix B. By the optimality of the pair u
rank-r problem, it follows that

e > UΣc? + ρ · u
e > UΣ(e
=u
c − c? )

e > UΣV> v? + ρ · u
e > UΣ(e
=u
c − c? )
e > UΣV> v
e+ρ·u
e > UΣ(e
≤u
c − c? )
>

e Ae
≤u
v+


2

· σ1 (A).

(20)

e Ae
u
v≥

u>
? Av?

b>
u
v? ≥ u>
? Bb
? Bv? .

(21)

e by definition (18)
Inequality (20) follows by the fact that v
maximizes the bilinear term u> Av over all v ∈ V when
e . The last inequality is once again due to Lemma C.8
u=u
and the fact that ku? k2 = 1 and ρ ≤ 1. Combining (19)
and (21), we obtain
>

(22)

−  · σ1 (A).

Algorithm 1 computes multiple candidate solution pairs
and outputs the one that maximizes the objective. Therefore, the output pair (u] , v] ) must achieve a value as least
e ), which implies the deas high as that achieved by (e
u, v
sired guarantee.
The running time of Algorithm 1 follows straightforwardly
by inspection. The algorithm first computes the truncated
singular value decomposition of inner dimension r in time
denoted by TSVD (r). Subsequently, it performs T iterations. The cost of each iteration is determined by the
cost of the matrix-vector multiplications and the running
times TU and TV of the operators PU (·) and PV (·). Note
that matrix multiplications can exploit the available singular value decomposition of A and are performed in time
r · max{m, n}. Substituting the value of T, completes the
proof.

(23)

Recall that u? , v? is the pair that optimally solves the maximization on the original input matrix A. Further,
>
>
u>
? Bv? = u? Av? − u? (A − B)v?

>
≥ u>
? Av? − u? (A − B)v?

≥ u>
? Av? − σr+1 (A).

(24)

Combining (24) with (22) and (23),
>
u>
] Bv] ≥ u? Av? − σr+1 (A) −  · σ1 (B).

Finally,
>
>
u>
] Bv] = u] Av] − u] (A − B)v]

>
≤ u>
] Av] + u] (A − B)v] .

≤ u>
] Av] + σr+1 (A).

(25)

Combining with the previous inequality, we obtain
>
u>
] Av] ≥ u? Av? − 2 · σr+1 (A) −  · σ1 (B).

Noting that σ1 (B) = σ1 (A) completes the proof of the approximation guarantee. The running time of the algorithm
is established in Lemma B.3.

Theorem 1. For any real m × n matrix A,  ∈ (0, 1),
and r ≤ max{m, n}, Algorithm 1 with input A, r, and

e 2r·log2 (2/) outputs u] ∈ U and v] ∈ V such that
T =O

Lemma B.4. For any real m × n matrix A with
rank(A) = r ≤ max{m, n} and  ∈ (0, 1), if V =
{v : kvk2 = 1}, then Algorithm 1 with input A, r, and

e 2r·log2 (2/) outputs u] ∈ U and v] ∈ V such that
T=O

>
u>
] Av] ≥ u? Av? −  · σ1 (A) − 2 · σr+1 (A),

>
u>
] Av] ≥ (1 − ) · u? Av?


in time TSVD (r) + O T · TU + TV + r · max{m, n} .


in time TSVD (r) + O T · TU + TV + r · max{m, n} .
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Proof. The lemma focuses on the special case where the
feasible region for the variable v coincides with the set of
vectors with unit `2 norm, i.e.,

u>
? Av? as follows from (28). For comparison, note that
in the proof of Lemma B.3 it was loosely upper bounded
by σ1 (A). Continuing from (30),

V = {v : kvk2 = 1}.

e > UΣe
(1 − ) · u>
c.
? Av? ≤ u

(26)

The feasible region U for u is arbitrary, assuming once
again that there exists an efficient operator PU (·).

But, once again by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,
e > UΣe
u
c ≤ ke
u> UΣk2 ke
ck2

By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, for any u0 ∈ Rm×1 ,
u>
0 Av

≤

ku>
0 Ak2 ,

∀v ∈ V.

= ke
u> UΣk2

(27)

e > UΣe
e > Av = u
e > Ae
u
c = max u
v.
v∈V

v∈V

e > Ae
u
v ≥ (1 − ) · u>
? Av?

= kA> u0 k2

= kVΣU> u0 k2
(28)

where the last equality follows from the fact that the r
columns of V are orthonormal.
We now proceed in a fashion very similar to that in the
proof of Lemma B.3. Recall that u? , v? is a pair that maximizes –not necessarily uniquely– the objective u> Av over
all feasible solutions, and define c? ,V> v? . Note that
here,
c? ,V> v? = V> A> u? /kA> u? k2

= ΣU> u? /kVΣU> u? k2
(29)

and hence, kc? k2 = 1. Following similar reasoning as in
the proof of Lemma B.3, Algorithm 1 considers a point
e
c ∈ Rr×1 , such that
ke
c − c? k2 ≤ .

(34)

Recalling that Algorithm 1 outputs the candidate pair
that maximizes the objective among all computed feasible
points implies the desired result.
Theorem 2. For any real m × n matrix A and  ∈ (0, 1),
if V = {v : kvk2 = 1}, then Algorithm 1 with input A, r,

e 2r·log2 (2/) outputs u] ∈ U and v] ∈ V such
and T = O
that
>
u>
] Av] ≥ (1 − ) · u? Av? − 2 · σr+1 (A)


in time TSVD (r) + O T · TU + TV + r · max{m, n} .
Proof. The Theorem follows from Lemma B.4. The proof
is similar to that of Theorem 1. The main difference lies in
substituting (22) with
>
u>
] Bv] ≥ (1 − ) · u(B)? Bv(B)? .

(35)

The remainder of the proof easily follows.

C. Auxiliary Lemmas

e ) be the candidate solution pair computed at e
Let (e
u, v
c by
the two step maximization procedure. We have,
>
u>
? Av? = u? UΣc?


= u>
c + u>
c
? UΣe
? UΣ c? − e

Lemma C.5. Let a1 , . . . , an and b1 , . . . , bn be 2n real
numbers and let p and q be two numbers such that 1/p +
1/q = 1 and p > 1. We have
n
X

e > UΣe
≤u
c + ku>
ck 2
? UΣk2 kc? − e
e > UΣe
≤u
c +  · ku>
? UΣk2 .

(33)

Combining (33) with (31),

>
>
>
max u>
0 Av = u0 AA u0 /kA u0 k2

= ΣU> u? /kΣU> u? k2

(32)

and by (28),

In fact, equality is achieved when v is aligned with A> u0 ,
i.e., for v = A> u0 /kA> u0 k2 ∈ V. In turn, for any u0 ∈
Rm×1 ,

= kΣU> u0 k2 ,

(31)

i=1

(30)

e by
where the first inequality follows from the fact that u
definition maximizes the first term at e
c over all u ∈ U and
the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. The key difference from
the proof of Lemma B.3, is that the term ku>
? UΣk2 in the
right-hand side coincides with the optimal objective value

a i bi ≤

n
X
i=1

|ai |p

1/p

·

n
X
1/q
|bi |q
.
i=1

Lemma C.6. For any A, B ∈ Rn×k ,

hA, Bi , T R A> B ≤ kAkF kBkF .
Proof. Treating A and B as vectors, the lemma follows
immediately from Lemma C.5 for p = q = 2.
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Lemma C.7. For any two real matrices A and B of appropriate dimensions,

kABkF ≤ min kAk2 kBkF , kAkF kBk2 .
Proof. Let bi denote the ith column of B. Then,
X
X
kABk2F =
kAbi k22 ≤
kAk22 kbi k22
i

=

i

kAk22

X
i

kbi k22

kAYk2F = kUΣV> Yk2F = kΣV> Yk2F .

= kAk22 kBk2F .

Similarly, using the previous inequality,
>

2

> 2

kABkF = kB A kF ≤

Proof. Let UΣV> be the singular value decomposition of
A; U and V are m × m and n × n unitary matrices respectively, while Σ is a diagonal matrix with Σjj = σj ,
the jth largest singular value of A, j = 1, . . . , d, where
d, min{m, n}. Due to the invariance of the Frobenius
norm under unitary multiplication,

Continuing from (37),

kB> k22 kA> k2F

=

kBk22 kAk2F .

The desired result follows combining the two upper
bounds.
Lemma C.8. For any real m × k matrix X, m × n matrix
A, and n × k matrix Y,

T R X> AY ≤ kXkF · kAk2 · kYkF .
Proof. We have

T R X> AY ≤ kXkF · kAYkF ≤ kXkF · kAk2 · kYkF ,
with the first inequality following from Lemma C.6 on
|hX, AYi| and the second from Lemma C.7.


kΣV> Yk2F = T R Y> VΣ2 V> Y


k
d
X
X
=
vi> 
σj2 · vj vj> vi
i=1

=



≤

√

k
X

k·

σi2 A

1/2

√

0 ≤ zj ,

zj =

k
X

i=1

vj> vi

2

i=1

j=1

d X
k
X

b =
max kAYk
F

n×k
b
Y∈R
b > Y=I
b
Y
k

k
X

σi2 (A).

vj> vi

2

j=1 i=1

=

k
X
i=1

2

≤ kvj k2 = 1,

=

k X
d
X

vj> vi

2

i=1 j=1

kvi k2 = k.

(36)

i=1

Combining the above, we conclude that

Combining the two inequalities, the result follows.
Lemma C.10. For any real m × n matrix A, and any k ≤
min{m, n},
max kAYkF =

2
vj> vi .

2
Pk
Let zj , i=1 vj> vi , j = 1, . . . , d. Note that each individual zj satisfies

d
X

k · kAYkF .

2
where the last
 inequality
 follows from the fact that kXkF =
>
T R X X = T R Ik = k. Further, for any Y such that
YT Y = Ik ,

Y∈Rn×k
Y > Y=Ik

k
X



≤ kXkF · kAYkF =

kAYkF ≤

σj2 ·

where the last inequality follows from the fact that the
columns of Y are orthonormal. Further,

Proof. By Lemma C.6,

2

j=1

.

i=1

|hX, AYi| = T R X> AY

d
X
j=1

Lemma C.9. For any real m × n matrix A, and pair of
m × k matrix X and n × k matrix Y such that X> X =
Ik and Y> Y = Ik with k ≤ min{m, n}, the following
holds:
T R X> AY

(37)

k
X

kAYk2F =

!1/2
σi2 (A)

.

d
X
j=1

σj2 · zj ≤ σ12 + . . . + σk2 .

(38)

i=1

The above equality is realized when the k columns of Y
coincide with the k leading right singular vectors of A.

Finally, it is straightforward to verify that if vi = vi , i =
1, . . . , k, then (38) holds with equality.

